issue was published 2 weeks ago and the web activity has returned to normal. The AAPM completed 1 year with Wiley last 31 December 2017 and with one more month completed, it seems right to take a measure of our activity. That week we had visits from 14 129 unique IP addresses. Consider there are about 25 000 active medical physicists with clinical duties in the world; probably up to one quarter of these physicists visit the JACMP each week. Most of the others are likely either professionals or members of the public looking for technical information about radiology and radiation oncology physics practice. Also, we note that during that period, 6224 JACMP articles were downloaded.
How do our users get to the JACMP web site? These are the top sites that refer our users: The United States now represents slightly less than one-third of JACMP web activity. JACMP submissions and published articles follow about the same geographic percentages as its web activity. 
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